
Your privacy on SamenUITagenda (and partner / portal sites) (1 June 2020) 
 
1. Who is SamenUITagenda? 
 
SamenUITagenda.nl is a company that has set itself the goal of easily organizing activities online and 
facilitate meeting between visitors. Activities can be offered and / or requested and you can register 
for these activities. SamenUITagenda.nl is located in Eindhoven and is registered with the Chamber 
of Commerce under Chamber of Commerce number 598 53 948 
 
SamenUITagenda follows the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) for the method of storage 
and use of your personal data. You decide who can see which data (everyone, registered user, 
friends, nobody). You can also easily cancel your account as a user at any time. This can easily be 
done via the option "change profile" via your person menu (then via the button on the left). Your 
data will then be anonymized.. 
 
2. What information does the SamenUITagenda collect and process? 
 
To make optimal use of the services offered by SamenUITagenda, we request you to create a 
personal SamenUITagenda user account. When you create such an account, you can enter certain 
information about yourself. You are not obliged to provide all information, only a valid email address 
is required (this is also your login name) and of course your own password. These data are sufficient 
to be able to use the SamenUITagenda. 
 
When creating your SamenUITagenda account, you can indicate what your interests are as part of 
your profile. This is useful for other users viewing your profile. You can always specify who can see 
your account (anyone, registered users, group members, friends or just yourself). 
 
You can easily change the information you provide within your own profile at any time. 
 
Automatically generated information 
SamenUITagenda also collects automatically generated information about your surfing behavior 
(within the SamenUITagenda pages) during your use of SamenUITagenda. This information includes 
your IP address (number of your computer that allows you to recognize your computer), the type of 
browser (computer program for viewing internet pages) you use, the pages you visit and “cookies” . 
This information is used exclusively by SamenUITagenda to further optimize the service that 
SamenUITagenda offers. NO DATA IS SOLD TO ANYONE! 
 
3. What are cookies and how does SamenUITagenda use them? 
 
To run the service, SamenUITagenda uses functional cookies that are stored on your computer by 
your browser. Cookies are small bits of information that our server sends to the browser with the 
intention that this information is sent back to our server on a subsequent visit. These small text files 
are stored on the hard disk or in the memory of the computer. Cookies cannot damage the computer 
or the files on the computer. 
 
The cookies store information (such as the settings of the computer and preferences indicated by 
you) to facilitate subsequent use of the SamenUITagenda. In addition to the IP address, this 
information does not contain any name or address details or other personal details. You can set your 



browser so that you do not receive cookies during your next use of SamenUITagenda. In that case, 
however, it may happen that you cannot use all the possibilities of SamenUITagenda or that you do 
not have access to (parts of) SamenUITagenda. 
 
If you do want to use cookies, make sure you log out when you leave a public computer. Also keep 
your password secret to prevent others from using your SamenUITagenda user account without your 
permission. 
 
4. For what purposes will SamenUITagenda use information about you? 
 
SamenUITagenda will use your personal information for the following purposes: 
 
To communicate with you about SamenUITagenda for important matters about safety or the service. 
This is only done when highly necessary. 
 
For security and to prepare anonymized statistical data (including via Google Analytics). 
Of course no spam is sent. Other users can send you messages if you have set this yourself in the 
privacy settings. At this point, you must have made a friendship connection with another user. 
 
You will always receive messages from SamenUITagenda via the conversations settings option of 
your user account. If you wish, you can have these messages forwarded to an e-mail address (check 
or uncheck the relevant box in the conversation settings, so that you do not have to log in less often 
to see if you have new messages.) 
 
As mentioned above, the automatically generated information also includes the IP address. 
SamenUITagenda records these addresses to determine from which computers SamenUITagenda is 
visited, to protect hacking attempts. But even if SamenUITagenda users are harassed or with fake 
profiles of existing persons, this data can be used to trace perpetrators. SamenUITagenda also uses 
the automatically generated information to compile anonymous user statistics. SamenUITagenda can 
provide automatically generated information, including the IP address, to third parties who compile 
user statistics and perform web analyzes for SamenUITagenda. Google Analytics is currently being 
used for this. 
 
For the rest, SamenUITagenda will only provide your data to third parties if it is obliged to do so on 
the basis of legal provisions. DATA WILL NOT BE SOLD TO THIRD PARTIES! 
 
5. How does SamenUITagenda protect your personal information? 
 
SamenUITagenda takes appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect your (personal) 
data against loss or any form of unlawful processing. For example, passwords are stored encrypted. 
As a result, access to such information is not even possible for the SamenUITagenda employees. 
 
6. Information and correction of data 
 
As indicated earlier, you can always view your own (personal) data and, if necessary, change it in 
your user account. If you want to know what information SamenUITagenda has recorded about you 
or if you want to change your data that you cannot change in your user account, you can always 
request this information via info@samenUITagenda.nl. It is not possible, for example, to prevent 



fraud change a username. 
 
7. How far does the responsibility of SamenUITagenda extend? 
 
SamenUITagenda may contain hyperlinks (for example, in banners or comments within comments 
and photos with which you leave SamenUITagenda and end up on websites of another party. 
SamenUITagenda has no control over the websites of third parties that are linked to, so it may be 
that the use A different Privacy Policy applies to these third-party websites This Privacy Policy only 
applies to (personal) data obtained through the website of SamenUITagenda. 
 
8. Transfer to countries outside the EU 
 
For technical and operational reasons, your (personal) data may need to be transferred (to servers 
of) our affiliated companies in the United States or other countries outside of Europe, where privacy 
protection regulations may not provide the same level of protection as in the European Union. You 
hereby agree, to the extent necessary, that your (personal) data may be transferred to the United 
States or other countries outside Europe. 
 
SamenUITagenda has no responsibility or liability for (the operation and / or content of) websites of 
third parties. 
 
9. Can minors use the SamenUITagenda? 
 
In principle, everyone can use SamenUITagenda and everyone can create a SamenUITagenda user 
account. It is important that legal rules apply to persons who are not yet eighteen (18) years old. If 
you are not yet eighteen (18) years old, you must have permission from your parents or guardian 
before creating a SamenUITagenda user account. By accepting this Privacy Policy, you guarantee that 
you are eighteen (18) years or older or have permission from your parents / guardian to create an 
account. 
 
10. Can this Privacy Policy be changed? 
 
It is possible that the privacy policy will be extended or changed in the future. That will be on this 
page, so it is useful to check here regularly. 
 
11. Questions? 
 
If you have any questions about your privacy, you can always contact us via 
info@samenuitagenda.nl! 


